LOCATION
Private residence
Prešov
SLOVAKIA

CASE STUDY

Replacing old for new
with Cashback program
SUMMARY
When the result of inadequate moisture extraction began to show
up as actual damage in the indoor swimming pool area, the client
turned to Microwell for help. We found that the installed 10 years’
old dehumidifier is ineffective in humidity extraction and not
capable of efficiently addressing the moisture evaporation.
Old unit was replaced with Microwell DRY 300 Plastik model, highly
efficient unit especially designed for small pools up to 30 m2. By
replacing the unit, our client received a special cashback bonus,
which Microwell is offering through Microwell Cashback program for
every dehumidifier replaced with Microwell unit.
CHALLENGES
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Water condensation, humid walls, water stains on the ceiling, paint
peeling, growth of mould spores, present mildew smell. These
were the results of an old unit, installed in the indoor pool room of
a small size pool. Although the unit performance was sufficient to
address moisture evaporation of 24 m2 pool in 88 m3 big pool room.
And although the life span of the unit was not over, seemed to be
functional, it was not doing the job, it was inefficient in tackling the
moisture present, besides being very loud.

HOW PRODUCT HELPED

HUMIDITY FACTORS

Due to the limited space in the pool room suitable for placement
of the dehumidifier, a small unit had to be selected. Based on the
calculation and measurement of the pool and pool room size and
moisture exposure old unit was replaced with Microwell DRY 300
dehumidifier. DRY 300 is a highly reliable and efficient appliance
with high performance and low energy consumption, being the
result of advanced technology design.

•
•
•
•

Small pool room
Relative high humidity
rate
Limited air supply
All year use

The unit was mounted on the wall next to the pool. The location
is ideal for accessing the moisture vapours at the source, which
prevents moisture from spreading across the whole pool room and
stagnate in it. To fit the room design Plastik model with its usual
white colour was selected.
THE RESULT
Installation of the new Microwell DRY 300 dehumidifier was quick
and efficient. After a full day of running the amount of humidity in
the room was down to required humidity level. After a week the
overall condition of the room has notably improved. With the new
unit the operation noise in the pool room was drastically reduced.
Additionally, the client was given cashback bonus.
Successful Microwell installation!
CASHBACK PROGRAM
•
•
•
•

Old for new
Bonus program
3 months for claim
Technologically advanced highly efficient new
Microwell dehumidifier
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